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Mx Cn3irman, Mr Secretary General, distan--uisned .4irdste-- ~-,qi
regresPntztives, fellow Permanent Observers, ladies and Cent lemQrt; it
is an honour for me to address this Third Regular Session nf t'- : : ^onPraÿ
Assembly of the Ob S . A year has passe! since Cannd : became a Perm= nent
Observer to the OAS. That step was taken ?s part of the Canadian rpoïicyof intens=S.►inC relations with Latin American countries and the institutions
of the irter-Amer:can family. It enEages the interests not orly of the
Canadian Government but of m1ry Canadian organizations and of individuel
Canadians at all levels .

2. In fulfilling Canada's declared undertakir_C to draw closer toLatin America, we have taken a number of other steps during the last year.Many of these are directly identified with the Inter-American eommunity.Amon- the most important was our accession to full rembership in the BID
on May 3. By that step, Canada associated itself direct ly with the devel-
opnental aspirations of the countries of the Remisp here . In cor_cre ;,e terms,
it involved a Canadian co mmitment to cont.ribute one hundred million dollars
to the resources of the bank over the next three years . Canada is zlread-yplaZ►inS a full and active role in the Bank's Board of Directors and there is
keen interest in Canada in the Bank's operations and future plans .

î• On November 1~ of last year, Canada became a member of the Inter-
American Institute of Agriculture Sciences . We intend to play an active
Part in the work of the Institute which will enable us to share our experience
in rural development with the countries of the hemisoherP . We have also

particip3ted in some of the major ir.t.er-American meetings held under 0!!S
3usoiceG . These inclnde the CACTAL meeting hel.0 in Brasilia 13-.t May, the
Aruiual Meetin,-, of CIDCC in Areentinn in Decenber, and the recently concluced
meeting of CIES in BoSota .

1: . The activities of our mission to the CAS have brouSht. Canada into
close and cont .irn+o~.~s contact with persons of the organization at all levels .
I wish now to pay tribute to the tuzfailing rou-tesy, rPlpfuJness and interest
that has been shown to us on all occasions by the Secretariat . We are also
deeply ~rateilil to the member dele~ztes of the QAS who have never failed to
m?ke Cnada feel welcome in their nidst .

5. This Assembly's k^,enda cond the discussions at rerent meetin,Cs have
m?de it clear, that this is a time of transition for the Q1S . We see the CAS
enS3ged in a fundamental revietir and reassessment of its structures and activities,
chzrtin,-, nPw paths for the future and considering how to involve non-membe r
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countries and even non-hemispheric countries in its develop ► iAnta1 activities .
Canada is beinS consulted ir_formal],y on some of these questions and I would
like to take this opportunity to make a few general comments on how we see
the situation and the possibilities .

6. At the risk of repeatin` what has been said at previous Assemblies,
I would like to outline to you the current Canadian outlook on the futur e
of our relations with the OAS . The Canadian foreign policy paper of 1970
envisaged a formal link with the OAS in order to facilitate the rapid devel-
opment of Canada's relations with Latin American countries and institutions .
Our purpose was to "prepare for a better informed and more useful Canadian
participation as a full member of the OAS should Canada, at some future àate,
opt for full participation„ . The future of Canada's association with the 0_1S
will depend, therefore, to some extent, on the results of the process of
review and revision of institutional structures and objectives that is now in
progress . There has been a substantial shift of emphasis in Latin America,
as elsewhere, to economic and social problems . This is a shift we welcome
because it is to your social and economic activities that we see Canada ?s
being able to make the most useful and effective contribution . I must tell
you quite candidly, however, that we are disturbed by the atmosphere of
confrontation which we have detected in some of the recPnt discussions about
the problems of the hemisphere . We do not think that this is conducive to
the solution of our problems . (The recent decision on an application for
Permanent Observer status by a country that contributes sig-nific :uitly to the
technical assistance programs of this Organization, will inevitably raise
quPstions as to whether there is a real and serious desire on the part of
members of the OAS for wider participation by nnr_-members in inter-American
cooperation for development .) At a time when the conduct of international
affairs Senerally appears to be moving from confrontation to negotiation and
cooperation, I think it would be unproductive for us in this hemisphere to
appear to be moving in the opposite direction . Certainly it would be
Canada's hope that we could manage to stem this trend and join our effort s
in tryinZ to find concrete solutions to the issues on which we diverge and
to the problemg we share in common .

7• The economic and social activities of the OAS, as well as those
in the fields of science, education and culture, are of increasing interest
to Canadians . There is already evidence of Canadian cooperation in these
^roErams . f~irinS the past year, in addition to the steps I mentioned
earlier, Canada has attended, on a fairly regular basis, the CIAP country
review3 . Canada has recentl;,► entered into technical and financial
cooperation with the OAS in p number of specific areas : the pilot project
for transfer of technolo,-,r ; the public finance program ; the labour and
em`lo.yment program ; and the pro-ram of the reSional development office .
In some cases, this cooperation hns been arranged through our Canadian
International Develo ;xm.ent ASenr.r► and, in others, through the International
Development Research Centre in Ottawa, and throuSh various governmental
departments .
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S. We have noted with interest the mandate gi_ven by the CIES at
Bogota to that distinüuished Inter-American public servant, Dr Carlos Sanz
de Santamaria, to reformulate the bases of the Inter-Amer

i -
cen system of

cooperation for developnent . It is only proper, of course, that the
members of this or&ni 7-ation should be the first to be able to express
their views on this fundamental question . But. Canada is also a country
of the hemisphere and the patterns of hemispheric cooperation are of
importance to us . That is why we decided to establish the fon- of close
association we now have with the OAS. We look fort'Jard, therefore, to
making some constructive contributions to Dr San^ de S°-nt Rmaria l s iYork
and to the task of harmonizing viewpoints and, hopefu lly, arrivir_S at
solutions that will be effective in serving the interests of the n~iry
diverse countries that make up our hemispheric community.

9 . Without anticirating the Canadian contribution to this examina-
tion, I wonder whether there are not a number of areas where our points
of view and our interests converge? In monetary reform, for example,
Canada has supported the concept that the developin 7, countries should
participate in the negotiations lookin g towards a new international
monetar-I system and we are pleased that Latin America has three represen-
tatives on the Committee of 20 .

10. In trade, Canada and Latin America have mutual interests in
strengthening commercial ties and expanding exchanges of goods and services .
We hope for the fullest participation by Latin American countries in the
1973 round of multilateral tariff negotiations to ensure that all sections
of the international community share as fully as possible in the benefits
which will result from the progressive liberalization of international
tradP . In connection with the generalized system of preferences, w'nic h
is, of course, of interest to all developing cotmtries, mrr Government
recently confirmed its intention to submit to Parliament in the very
near future the legislation to permit Canadian implementation of this
scheme .

11. Extensive foreign investment in Canada has been sought and welcomed
in the past and. it has brought us great benefits . More recently, however,
Cir.3dians have become increasingly concerned about the extent to which
m°„or Canadian industries are owned and controlled outside our country .
As a consequence of that concern, legislation has been brought before our
Parliament which provides that the "significant benefit" to Canada will
be the ôest by which takeovers of Canadian companies or the establishment
of new companies by foreign or multinational investments will be judged .

12 . In questions of the environment and the Law of the Sea, Canada,
with its vast unoccupied spaces, its growing urban and industrial
concentrations and its extensive coastline, also has much in common with
Latin America.
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13 . In the field of technical assistance, Canada has had for a few
years now an on-Coing and increasing program of cooperation with several
Latin American countries, concentrated in the fields of agriculture,
fisheries and forestry, education, community development and public
administration . We value the opportunities that CIAP provides for
consultation and coordination of these activities ; we believe that these
procedures can be improved and lead to furthér progress .

14. Science and technology is an area of particular interest to
Canada in its relations with thQ rest of the Hemisphere. On the one
hand, Canada has been, like Latin America, dependent on external sources
for much of the research and technoloCy that has contributed to our
development . On the other hand, Canada possesses know-how and experience
in a Fride range of scientific fields that can undoubtedly be of use and
interest to Latin Ar.ierica .

15. These examples are enouCh to demonstrate that there are ma_ny
possibilities of enhanced cooperation between Latin America and Canada .
We would welcome any steps that will lend substance to these possibilities .

16. I have already indicated our uneasiness in Canada about some o f
the trends toward polarization rather than cooperation in the inter-American
community. On the positive side, we have noted the dynamic changes and
the increasing pluralism in the latin Ar.ierican countries evolving in so
many different political, economic, social and cultural configurations .
They p--,,-sent this OrCaniz P tion c•rith stimulating opportunities and a great
challen3e .

17. In the hope and expectation that the outcome will be positive,
TroCressive and relevant to our common interests, we look forward to
ex;loring over the next months the possibilities of strengthening, Canada's
contribution to the concept of the development and social progress of all
the people of the Hemisphere .
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